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 OCONEE COUNTY SCHOOLS 
ADDENDUM 

 
LED FIELD LIGHTING FOR 

NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL FIELD 
NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL FIELD 
NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL FIELD 

NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER FIELD 
 

 
ADDENDUM NUMBER: 1 
 
ADDENDUM DATE:  February 24, 2020 
 
 

The Request for Proposals (RFP) is modified as set forth in this Addendum. The original RFP 

Documents remain in full force and effect, except as modified by this Addendum, which is 

hereby made part of the RFP. Respondent shall take this Addendum into consideration when 

preparing and submitting its Proposal. Contained within this Addendum are answers to the 

questions that were posed at the Pre-Proposal Meeting. 

 

NOHS 

1. What will happen to the old lights? 

OCS is okay with them being donated. 

OCS would accept any credits for the old lights as well.  

 

2. Are there two separate services at NOHS Football? 

One service for all 4 poles. 

The football stadium has its own meter.  

 

3. Lights for the track? 

Same as OCHS we want visibility on the track and no dead areas. 

 

4. Who will move the trailer and where will it go? 

If owned by OCS we will have it relocated for accessibility.  
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5. Will a new panel will be put in at NOHS Football? 

New main lighting panels wouldn't be mandatory. If the panels and/or breakers inside 

need to be replaced for warranty purposes then yes. 

 

6. No antenna is necessary because NOHS Football is all on one service. 

If it is required for the reliability and proper function of the proposed system. Yes. 

If it is not required and is not a part of the proposed system, No.     

 

7. Hard wire to press box. 

If needed then yes.  

 

8. There is one panel that serves both Baseball and Soccer. 

Yes, there is one location where the two fields panels are located.  

 

9. NOHS Softball has its own panel. 

Yes, there is one location where the panels service the softball field.   

 

10. Can a price per KwH be shared, to illustrate energy savings? 

Yes, we would allow that information to be shared.  

 

 

OCMS 

11. The concrete slab of the pole nearest the gym will need to be replaced once the pole is 

removed. 

Yes, concrete sidewalk where pole is located currently will need to be replaced and/or 

filled in. When the sidewalk is replaced the soil underneath will need to be packed to 

minimize settling and cracking the sidewalk.   

 

12. Pole removal is the responsibility of the contractor. 

Yes, the contractor is responsible.  
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13. An entertainment package is not required in this field. 

No not for Oconee Middle School  

 

14. The old speakers do not need to be removed from the old poles and attached to the new 

ones, they can be disposed of. 

Yes 

 

15. The county antenna has to be returned to the pole. 

Yes, the antenna will be removed and reinstalled by the county water department.    

 

16. New panel location should be as close to the transformer as possible. 

Yes, that is our intent.   

 

17. What is the voltage of the existing transformer? Or, if there will be a new transformer, 

what will the phase and voltage of it be? 

The current lighting is powered by single phase 277. There also is a transformer that can 

provide 3 phase 480. Walton EMC confirmed that there is plenty of room in the 

transformer for the new lighting circuit. We would like for the new lighting to be fed from 

the 3 phase 480 at the transformer.   

 

18. Who do the overhead switches belong to? 

They belong to the power company. They will be removed by the power company.  

 

19. Is the sidewalk fire rated? 

Yes, we have driven trucks on it before. 

Yes, sidewalks can receive light weighted vehicles such as cars, trucks, service vehicles.  

No, the sidewalks are not rated for large trucks. Fire Engines, Cranes, Semi Tractors, etc. 

The sidewalks are not “Heavy Duty Concrete” which would support large vehicular loads. 

If the sidewalks are damaged due to contractor trying to access the poles, then the 

contractor will need to have the sidewalks repaired to the closest joints.  

 

20. Would it be cheaper for OCS to just get a new transformer? 

We will not need a new transformer.  
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21. Circuit trenched or bored in?  

Trenching and/or directional boring will be fine. OCS will not issue change orders to a 

contractor because they did not have adequate provisions for underground utilities.    

 

22. Does OCS want the backside of the poles to have lighting for the parking lot?  

Currently there is no lighting for the parking lot on the existing poles. If the budget allows 

for lights in addition then the parking lot lights would need to have a photocell switch 

that would turn on and off the lights separate from the field.  

 

23. 30 foot candles. 

Yes, the middle school football field will need to be priced with 30 fc lighting.  

 

24. How will power be serviced to the scoreboard? 

The scoreboard is currently powered by its own feed. The new lighting system should not 

affect the power to the scoreboard.  

 

25. Will the power company remove the lines so that the poles can safely be removed? If 

not, who is responsible for this? 

Yes, Walton EMC will remove the power lines prior to the beginning of the project 

 
 
Previously asked questions: 
 
Karl Severance from Ephesus asked: 
I have one question prior to the mandatory pre-bid date. The RFP project scope calls out for 
concrete bases and steel or concrete poles, however, the poles at NOHS look to be in good 
condition and can be retrofitted instead of replaced. Is that the intent of this RFP? Or is there an 
issue with the existing poles that does not allow them to be reused. The poles at OCMS are wood 
and thus would need to be replaced within the add alternate. 
Kevin replied: Yes, it is the intent of OCS to keep the poles existing on the NOHS as a retrofit with 
new cross arms and light fixtures. 
Yes, it is the intent of OCS to replace the wooden poles at OCMS. Dispose and install a new LED 
system like everywhere else. 
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Rob Staples from Musco asked: 
1. Under Project Scope, Letter (C) LED fixtures with digital wireless controls and integral drivers 
are required. The TLC for LED system Musco will propose, and what was installed at OCHS, 
utilizes a remote driver design. Integral drivers are housed in the LED fixture and would be 
located at the top of the pole. All maintenance (drivers, fuses, etc.) would require an aerial lift. 
For this RFP does Oconee County Schools want remote drivers? 
2. LED fixtures are heavier (40+ lbs) than the existing metal halide fixtures (20 lbs) currently 
installed at NOHS, and the existing cross arms are designed to handle the lighter metal halide 
fixtures. Will Oconee County Schools require new cross arms on the existing poles? 
3. I did not see any Warranty terms specified. For OCHS Musco provided a 25 year warranty 
covering all parts and labor as well as remote monitoring capabilities. Will Oconee County 
Schools require a 25 year warranty for the new LED systems at NOHS and OCMS? 
4. I did not see any spill and glare light requirements. I can provide the existing systems spill and 
glare values if it is important that the new LED system provide equal or better environmental 
light control. Does Oconee County School require the proposed LED system to provide equal or 
better environmental light control (spill and glare) than the existing metal halide system at NOHS 
and OCMS? 
Kevin replied:  
We would like the remote drivers to be used and located approx. 10 ft from a serviceable 
surface.  
Yes, we would expect that the cross arms be replaced with new fixture assembly. Any other 
components that may be substandard may need to be replaced as well. The contractor will need 
to investigate the components that will remain to ensure a safe warrantied install.   
Yes, we require a 25-year parts and labor warranty for NOHS, and OCMS if alternate is accepted. 
Any additional warranty time or services would be accepted.   
Yes, we require an equal or better environmental light control for the proposed lighting systems 
being installed.    
 
 
Patrick Kenney from Qualite asked: 
Are you wanting all new poles for all of these fields -  or  are you looking to retrofit any of these 
with a new system and removal of the old? 
If all new poles is the removal of all old poles and lights part of this package? 
The lighting levels listed for this project we wanted to ask about -  For the High school Football 
Stadium your requirement asked for 30FC  for football fields -  We would normally see these 
specified as 50 FC on the Football Field and  about 30 FC for the track.   You have listed 50 FC for 
the Soccer field which we do this sometimes for High Schools  but more than likely 30 FC is used  
as well.  For the optional Middle school field do you want 50 or 30Fc for this?   Baseball and 
Softball specifications as you have them specified are typical. 
I included a copy of our 25 year Warranty -  I did not see any exact warranty information in the 
RFP -   I did not know if you would like to clarify this anymore. 
Kevin replied: 
NOHS- the poles will remain at North Oconee High School. OCMS- the poles at Oconee County 
Middle School will need to be removed, replaced and disposed.  
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Yes, it is the intent of the owner that the winning contractor take down and dispose of any old 
unused materials or equipment.   
Soccer and Track = 30 FC. Football Fields = 50 FC 
25-year labor and parts warranty is what we would expect. We will accept anything above and 
beyond. 
 
Derrick Cornatzer from Cornatzer & Associates asked: 
Is a Bid Bond required for this project? 
Kevin replied: 
No, only Payment and Performance Bonds are required for this project. 
 
Attendees of the pre-proposal meeting are listed here: 
 

Name Company Phone Email 

Jerry T. Blackwell Over and Under Contractors Inc. 678-201-7828 overunder@bellsouth.net 

David Jackson Over and Under Contractors Inc. 678-201-7828 overunder@bellsouth.net 

Kenny Mrozinski North Cobb 770-427-1100 kenny@ncobbelectrical.com 

Austin Gaines Southcom/Ephesus 770-715-0857 againes@southcon.net 

Diane Wade Middle Georgia Outdoor Meeting 478-986-9776 diane@lightupgeorgia.com 

Derrick Cornatzer Cornatzer & Associates 678-682-6000 derrick@cornatzerinc.com 

Kevin Malone Georgia Power Company 404-316-9956 klmalone@southernco.com 

Nathan Bartlett Georgia Power Company 706-247-9997 jnbartle@southernco.com 

Toby Shadix West Georgia Lighting 770-630-4013 wglighting@msn.com 

Bobby Futral UTEC Construction 678-222-8008 bfurtral@utec-inc.com 
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 OCONEE COUNTY SCHOOLS 
PROPOSAL FORM 

 
 
 

 
PROJECT NAME: LED FIELD LIGHTING FOR 
   NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL FIELD 

NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL FIELD 
NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL FIELD 
NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER FIELD 

 
 
 
In compliance with your Advertisement for Proposal and the Proposal Documents, the 

undersigned Proposer, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
having carefully examined the site and Proposal Documents, including any Addenda thereto, for 
the: LED FIELD LIGHTING FOR NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL FIELD, NORTH OCONEE 
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL FIELD, NORTH OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL FIELD, and NORTH 
OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER FIELD, proposes and agrees, if this proposal is accepted, to enter 
into a contract with the Owner to perform the Work including all services, supervision, labor, 
equipment and material in conformance with the contract documents, in the time stated 
therein, for the lump sum of: 
 
 

A. BASE PROPOSAL:  
__________________________________________________________________dollars 
[written in words] 
 

($_________________________). 
 
 

______________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________ 

Legal name of Proposer 

 

Address of Proposer 

 

Address of Proposer 

 

Telephone number of Proposer 
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B. ADD ALTERNATE:  
__________________________________________________________________dollars 
[written in words] 

 
             ($_________________________). 
 
 
 

C. TOTAL PROPOSAL:  
__________________________________________________________________dollars 
[written in words] 
 

($_________________________). 
 
 
 
The undersigned Proposer hereby acknowledges receipt of the following Addenda: 
 
Addenda Date Initial Received: 

Addendum #1 February 24, 2020 ____________ 

 
 
By submission of this Proposal, the Proposer certifies that this Proposal has been derived 
independently, without consultation, communication or agreement as to any matter relating to 
this Proposal with any other Proposer or with any competitor. The Proposer hereby certifies that 
this Proposal is made without prior understanding, agreement or connection with any 
corporation, firm or person submitting a proposal for the same Work and is in all respects fair 
and without collusion or fraud. The Proposer agrees to abide by all conditions of the Proposal. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 __________________________________________________ 

Typed name of Proposer 

 

__________________________________________________ 
Title of Proposer 
 

 
By: ___________________________________________[seal] 
         Signature 

 
Georgia License No:  _________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________ 
Date of execution 


